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Dictionary app download for pc

The Internet can answer all your questions. After all, it contains a sea of information on almost every substance under the sun. However, you also can't deny the fact that the Internet also has its share of downtime. What would you do if you are in a situation where you have no internet and you have to deal with a document with a not so easy vocabulary? You
can always download the sources of offline use and as far as vocabulary is concerned, this is where offline dictionary apps can make your life easy. With the following offline dictionary apps for Windows, you will have the meaning of words on your fingertips and won't have to struggle with difficult words. Best Offline Dictionary Apps for PC:1. The Free
DictionaryThe widely acclaimed The Free Dictionary from Farlex is possibly the most comprehensive dictionary on the web. What's even better? It has now come with a free offline dictionary version that allows you to have access to word meanings even when you don't have an internet connection. FeaturesThis English dictionary app Contains specialty
dictionaries - where you can find meanings of words from varying domains such as legal, financial, medical, etc. Access multiple other dictionaries in over 13 languages and translate words in 40 languages out of more. The free dictionary app also gives you an opportunity to contribute to humanity – You get badges while you learn and exchange them for
meals for hungry kidsRating at microsoft store: 4.7 StarsGet this2. WordWeb Dictionary WorldWeb Dictionary is one of the best dictionary apps available. It has meanings of more than 85000 words and phrases, all of which can be accessed with just one click. Not only that, for any word or phrase, WordWeb also gives you comprehensive information on
several other aspects related to the word such as synonyms of the word and parts of speech. Features The English dictionary app offers one-click look-up of a word in all versions of WindowsCorrect pronunciation symbols and easy to understand examples for using the wordEasy integration of other dictionaries like Collins, Oxford, Chambers, etcWordWeb
dictionary is free dictionary app, you can even choose a paid version of the app as well. The pro or paid version includes more than 70,000 audio pronunciations. It also allows you to add new words. In addition to that, with the paid version of this offline dictionary, you can also search for your choice of web references. Rating on Microsoft Store: 4.6 StarsGet
this 3. Advanced English Dictionary AED Card for Advanced English Dictionary is a free offline dictionary for Windows has everything that you would expect from an outstanding offline dictionary app. It comes preloaded with a database with meanings of over 400,000-word entries. In addition, AED has a very nice, clean and very modern interface that makes
the experience even better. Features The English dictionary app offers clear phonetic notes of wordAudio pronunciation (UK US) of words along with etymologyAutomatic word suggestions automatically appear as you type the words in the search barClipboard search allows you to copy your entire content and find its meaningEasy navigation - you can move
back to the previous wordPicture gallery for noun Steering pot on the Microsoft Store: 4.5 StarsGet this 4. The Sage English Dictionary and ThesaurusIt is an amazing English dictionary app with a corpus of 12.4 million words can never go wrong. Let's dig a little more into the numbers, the dictionary offers etymologies of more than 82,000 words and over 1.9
million relationships that are including synonyms, hyponyms, antonyms, hypernyms, etc. Both the free (standard) and paid versions come with a myriad of features that put it among the best dictionary apps available. FeaturesChoice of vision - retro, classic, speller assistant or e-paperComprehensive rhyme assistant that suggests you rhyme a word on
multiple criteriaInwhichant an integrated anagram researchYou can seek definitions from words or vice versa Get thisThat Wrap UpWords is so exciting, isn't it? But sometimes they can baffle you. With the above mentioned offline dictionary apps and several others for Windows, you will never ever have to scratch your head to find meaning or context of
phrases and words. Glossary APK Games Latest download for PC Windows Full Version.Glossary APK Apps Full Version Download for PC. Download Dictionary APK Games Latest version for PC,Laptop,Windows.The only free online and offline dictionary and thesaurus with every word you look up. Millions of definitions from the most trusted sources,
including: Webster's Dictionary Roget's ThesaurusThe American Heritage Dictionary Plus FREE access to: English Offline Dictionary English Offline thesaurus with synonyms, antonyms and related wordsWord of the DayMedical DictionaryEnglish Idioms and Slang DictionaryTranslations of English into 40+ languagesDozens of other translation options +
Much more! The Free Dictionary is like getting 100+ dictionaries in a user-friendly app. See why we have top scores after millions of downloads: * Find every word you look up. Clear, precise definitions from the best online and offline dictionaries. * Find synonyms quickly. Free Thesaurus with an easy-to-use interface will help you find the perfect word every
time. * Learn something new every day. Daily Prescription of the Day+ Other Daily Content * Build your vocabulary. Learn the words you look up. Featuring:Audio pronunciationExample sentencesEtymologies + More! * Explore your favorite topics. Several special dictionaries and encyclopedias: Idiom and Slang DictionaryMedical DictionaryLegal
DictionaryScience DictionaryFinancial DictionaryAcronyms and Abbreviations + More! * Play funny puns. Spelling Bee, Hangman, Match Up, and more. * Watch idioms in action. Play idiom videos inside the app! Animated definitions of words and phrases from idioms and slang dictionary. * Access in 13 other languages:Spanish dictionary and
thesaurusFrench dictionary and thesaurusGerman dictionary and thesaurusItalian dictionary and thesaurusPortuguese dictionary and thesaurusRussian dictionary and thesaurus chinosian dictionary + More! * Translate English into Spanish, French, and 40+ languages. Or translate other languages into English, plus dozens of other translation options. *
Access dictionaries and encyclopedias from industry-leading publishers with just one search:McGraw-HillHoughton MifflinHarperCollinsRandom HouseCambridge University Press Columbia University Press Elsevier Mosby's + More! Here's what makes Free Dictionary the easiest dictionary app to use: * Define any word in any app. Just select the word and
share with the Free Dictionary app.* Voice Search. Look up any word just by saying it. * Look up any word on the page. Just select it and tap the search icon.* Save thousands of bookmarks and sync them to any device.* Customize your home page: Move, add, or remove articles, games, even local weather. * Jump to Definition, Thesaurus, or Translations
with a button. * Navigate the app in more than a dozen languages using the multilingual interface.* Adjust font size. * Share your favorite words via social networks, email, or text. * Advanced searches. EXCLUSIVE* Earn meals for hungry children through The Free Dictionary's partnership with the World Food Program—just by using the app! This is not a trial
version-you get everything for free and forever. Additional offline dictionaries in other languages are available in the Pro version. Does that sound too good to be true? Read real reviews to see why our users say The Free Dictionary is the best dictionary app they've ever used. * For app developers: The Free Dictionary app can be accessed by other apps with
API calls (Contact Farlex for instructions). What's new * Bug fixes and improvements. How to play Glossary APK On PC,Laptop,Tablet 1.Download and install Android Emulator on PC,Laptop,Tablet.Click Download Emulator to download. 2.Run Android Emulator on PC, Laptop or Tablet. 3.Open Android Emulator for PC,Laptop,Tablet import dictionary APK
file from your PC Into Android Emulator to install it. 4.Install Glossary APK Games for PC Windows.Now you can play Glossary APK on PC. DOWNLOAD APK DOWNLOAD Emulator What's the first thing you do when you're stuck with a word in a presentation, word document, or any other text document in your PC? Well, you would open your PC browser
and search for it as far as I can guess. I'd do that, but lately I've been thinking about installing a dictionary app that I can look up in the start menu at any time. So, if you are looking for a dedicated dictionary app. Here are the 8 best offline dictionary apps for Windows PC. See How to enable Right-Click Dictionary Systemwide on PC 1. Search box Best native
dictionary in Windows (need internet) Unlike macOS, Windows does not have a native dictionary app, it has tried to fill it with a one dictionary in the search box. I know it's not offline that I mentioned, but since everyone works from home and internet access is widespread, it can easily be most people's first choice. If you can't find it already in your search box,
right-click the taskbar, tap search, and select, display the search box. Now it's time. Now no matter what app you're working on, type that word in the search box and the suffix means/sentence in front of it. For example, Fox means (as below). 2. The Free Dictionary Best switchable online to offline dictionary with tabs like the word of the day, article of the day
and more. If you are looking for an all in one package, you can try The Free Dictionary. It is available on the Microsoft Store and technically, the internet needs to work. But it also allows you to add offline dictionaries, by downloading packs. The file size is around 11MB and displays basic word definitions. So, don't expect word origin, part of speech, etc. The
app also shines before others with the home page that shows you today's words, today's article, etc. Even if it needs internet, you'll get something new to learn every day with the preview that's downloaded when you go online. The app is free but if you want to unlock more packs and remove ads (whenever the net is on) you can buy the pro version at $3.99.
Get Free Dictionary 3. Advance English Dictionary Best for Visual Word Depiction and US &amp; UK pronunciation in the app Although this dictionary app doesn't come with the clock and charm the first had, like a series of extra features like an article of the day, idiom for the day, etc, this focuses on the dictionary part. It shows not only that you word
definition but also, pronunciation both in UK and US English, numbers of numbers, etymology, and even an image for word definitions. It also has an intra-word search function, i.e. you can click on any word in the app and find a sentence for it. Which is good when you have confusion in the meaning of other words. You can also find search history words
along with the option to mark multiple words as favorites. You don't have to worry about any ads in this app and it's completely free. Get Advance English Dictionary 4. Dictionary Best to stumble upon new words and work towards vocabulary building If you want to learn and stretch your vocabulary with random words and their meaning, this app can increase
your curiosity with its website. It consists of a long list of words randomly placed all over the screen. So, you can quickly tap any word and make sure it makes sense. It has a normal dictionary as well, where you can type in words you want to find the meaning of. But I highly recommend spending more time on the website. Not only that, but you can also pep
up the UI with themes and change the home page to view, word-grid, color-grid, word of the day, etc. You can also listen to the pronunciation and word definition in audio format. the app is free and does not contain any ads. Download Dictionary 5. WordWeb Dictionary Best for enabling system-wide right-click dictionary on any app we've talked about
WordWeb before as an odd tool for a system-wide right-click somewhere dictionary. So, it's perfect to find meaning anywhere in your PC and on any app. Plus it's offline and also has a full-featured app, which fits our bill. In addition to displaying word definitions like other apps, you can also check for the nearest words, synonyms, pronunciation, and a Wiki
search in the app if you're connected to the Internet. Speaking of system-wide word definition, you can either enable ctrl+right-click or use a configurable keyboard alarm to find definitions even faster. The app is free and contains no ads, making it a good first choice. Get WordWeb for Windows 6. Multilingual &amp; Subject Dictionaries Best for topic-specific
or language-specific dictionary apps If you have users or customers all over the world, just one English dictionary may not be enough. So, if you don't want to miss another compliment someone wrote in Hindi or the feedback of a French-speaking user, you need to have a different dictionary with a foreign language. The same applies to subject-specific
dictionaries for certain professions that may come in handy on your office computer. Some of them are listed below. Various languages – Urdu Dictionary, Swedish Korean, hinkhoj hindi English dictionary subject specific - Bible Dictionary, Medical Dictionary, Architecture Dictionary 7. Perfect Dictionary Best Multilingual Dictionary and Translation App If you
don't want to install language-specific dictionaries, Perfect Dictionary can help you gather all that info in one place. In the app you can download different language packs such as Arabic, Deutsch, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese and many more. So it works not only as a dictionary app but a translator as well. I've been using it for quite some time and
the app gets both the meaning and the translation perfectly. A unique feature that other apps miss is to be able to pin the definition panel to the start menu. This can be a great way to add multiple word tiles, to remember &amp; revise hard words. Get Perfect Dictionary 8. TheSage Dictionary &amp; Thesaurus First off this app is not available on the
Microsoft Store, so you must use the official website. This app is more than a dictionary and in my opinion, is great for artists, poets and academics. The app has a lot of features that may not be so useful for a casual dictionary user. For example, you can search for rhyming words, browse the thesaurus, etymology, and even a phonetic search option. As you
can see, most users will not go beyond using the rhythm section or thesaurus. But since you get all these advance features, if you study a lot and work manage complicated documents, this app for sure will come in handy. The app is free for most of the time, but there is also a professional version that comes in at $10. It gives you automatic upgrades,
upgrades, and allows commercial use. Get TheSage Dictionary &amp; Thesaurus Closing Notes So if you were looking for the best offline dictionaries on PC, I think your search may have come to one. I've tried and tested all these dictionary apps, and have only listed the most useful once. Since we are already on the subject, my recommendation would be
to use WordWeb for its ability to enable instant definition shortcut. If you don't want it, then the free dictionary is fine with plenty of language learning feature like word of the day, idiom, etc. Hope you try them all and find the perfect fit for you. Read also Best Word Games on iOS &amp; Android Android
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